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Abstract

 Nuclear weapons play a pivotal role in overall military strategy of 
Pakistan. The presence of conven�onal asymmetry between India and 
Pakistan along with India's Cold Start Doctrine, have urged Pakistan to 
increase its reliance on nuclear weapons. This nuclear posture has 
helped Pakistan in achieving sufficient deterrence against India and 
has restored the strategic stability in the region. However the future of 
regional poli�cs is highly dependent upon India's disposi�on and 
whether it will con�nue to embark upon integra�on of its TNW into 
Cold Start Doctrine, in which case this could s�mulate a nuclear 
engagement with serious consequences for the region   
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Introduc�on

The development of surface to surface short range ballis�c missile 
(SRBM) 'NASR' (Ha� IX) by Pakistan to counter India's Cold Start 
Doctrine (CSD) has generated intense debate on the role of these 
weapons on South Asian strategic stability. The 'NASR' SRBM missile 
system that could also be categorized as a Tac�cal Nuclear Weapon 

1
(TNW), is now part of Pakistan's Full Spectrum Deterrence (FSD)  
nuclear posture, but is being misconstrued by some as a 'quan�ta�ve' 
shi� from Pakistan's declared policy of Credible Minimum Deterrence. 
This understanding that is mainly based on the only available 
literature from the Cold War period, therefore, needs to be 
contextualized in the South Asian strategic environment, as there are 
significant differences and some similari�es at the conceptual level 
and while opera�onalizing nuclear deterrence in the regional context. 

 This paper aims to briefly revisit the concept of deterrence and its 
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applicability in the South Asian region, keeping in view the experience 
of past military crises between India and Pakistan during the pre and 
the post nucleariza�on periods. The paper then addresses the 
ra�onale behind Pakistan's decision to introduce SRBMs and the FSD 
and its role in restoring strategic stability in the region. 

Deterrence and South Asia

The South Asian security environment has some dis�nct 
characteris�cs that differen�ate its evolu�on of strategic thought 
from the Cold War period. Nevertheless, the nature of nuclear 
weapons and their poten�al to influence security policies of possessor 
states are intrinsically similar that helps in narrowing the gap in 
strategic thinking of all nuclear weapon states. If Brodie's statement 
made soon a�er the first nuclear test in 1945: “The chief purpose of 
our military establishment has been to win wars. From now on its chief 

2purpose must be to avert them”  - remained relevant for the Cold War 
period; it remains applicable in the South Asian context, even a�er 
seven decades of nuclear learning process.

 Based on this understanding of nuclear weapons and its 
deterrence impact, Collin Gray had iden�fied four major differences 

3
between the pre and post nuclearized inter-state rela�ons.  First, no 
nuclear-weapon state (NWS) or a non-nuclear-weapon state (NNWS) 
would a�empt a military campaign against a nuclear power to achieve 
total victory; Second, no NWS or NNWS would dare to press a military 
campaign against a close ally of a NWS to achieve total victory; Third, 
due to high cost of nuclear war any military campaign against a NWS 
would be conducted with extreme cau�on; and finally, NWS do not go 
to war with each other due to the fear of unlimited implica�ons.

 This largely explains the role of nuclear weapons, which is not only 
to prevent the use of nuclear weapons against each other by the NWS, 

4
but the impera�ve has been to prevent all wars,  not just a nuclear war. 
The absence of war between nuclear armed adversaries leading to 
strategic stability has been defined by Podvig as: “[S]tate of affairs in 
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which countries are confident that their adversaries would not be able 
5

to undermine their nuclear deterrence capability.”

 As there are no tools to measure how much or what strategies 
would be sufficient to maintain stability, or the requisite 'balance of 

6power',  strategic stability therefore largely remains an abstract 
concept and cannot be quan�fied in tangible terms. This is more 
important in South Asia where Pakistan with conven�onal 
disadvantage is seen reac�ng to emerging challenges and uses its 
nuclear capability to deter India's conven�onal as well as nuclear 
military doctrines.

 Some scholars argue that nuclear deterrence is essen�ally a 
coercive strategy, as it is intended to persuade the adversary that; 'it 

7
must not act for fear of consequences.'  On the other hand, if the 
nuclear capability is intended at preven�ng a conflict that could 
possibly escalate to a nuclear exchange – would nuclear deterrence 
s�ll be categorized as a coercive strategy? This may not necessarily be 
true, especially if both adversaries are nuclear weapon states and 
there is a likelihood of an escala�on.

 Another misnomer about the nuclear weapons is that these are 
intended only for the purpose of deterrence and not for actual use. If 
one precludes the possibility of a nuclear use in a deterrence equa�on 
- will deterrence remain effec�ve, especially if one of the par�es 
decides to call the bluff and a�empts to explore space for a 
conven�onal war under a nuclear environment? Quinlan has 
therefore aptly described the role of nuclear weapons as: no ma�er 
how remote we judge the possibility of a nuclear use, these weapons 
deter only by the possibility of their use and by no other route; and “a 

8nuclear state is a state that no one can afford to make desperate.”
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Role of Nuclear Weapons in India-Pakistan Past Crises  

The 1986-87 military mobiliza�on by India in the form of Exercise 
9

Brasstacks  was the first military crisis that had overtones of a nuclear 
signalling. India had already tested its nuclear weapons in 1974 and 
Pakistan is believed to have conducted cold tests by the mid-80s. Once 
India mobilized its forces possibly to launch a full-fledged military 
opera�on, it is believed that Pakistan communicated its readiness to 
consider the possibility of a nuclear use. How real was the threat, and 
what kind of nuclear weapons Pakistan had at the �me - is a subject 
that merit deeper analysis. Nevertheless, since India did not cross the 
interna�onal border despite having rela�ve conven�onal and nuclear 
edge, one could possibly conclude that by conveying the nuclear 
threat, Pakistan may have used its nascent nuclear capability 
effec�vely to deter India. 

 The 'Brasstacks' crisis brought important lessons for both India 
and Pakistan. For Pakistan nuclear weapons became a strategic 
equalizer and an effec�ve tool to deter a conven�onally strong 
adversary; while India realized that full-fledged conven�onal war with 
Pakistan is no more possible without risking a nuclear exchange. 

1999 Kargil Crisis 

The Kargil conflict was the first military crisis a�er the overt 
nucleariza�on of South Asia. Some believe that nuclear weapons 

10
played significant role but largely through threat and bluster.  Despite 
strong statements threatening each other with nuclear weapons the 
actual capabili�es and the resolve on both sides remained doub�ul. 
India's former Minister of External Affairs, Jaswant Singh believed 

11that; “nuclear angle to this [Kargil] conflict simply did not exist.”  It 
was also later corroborated by the Indian government's Kargil Review 
Commi�ee Report, which was silent regarding any nuclear threats 
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being opera�ve during the hos�li�es from both the sides despite 
12

devo�ng an en�re chapter to the nuclear background to this crisis.

 Interes�ngly, most of the reports of missile mobiliza�on and 
ma�ng of warheads sugges�ng the possibility of a nuclear use by 
Pakistan emanated from the Western sources and were based on 
intelligence leaks from within the US Administra�on. However, there 
is no evidence to validate these claims. Former President Pervez 
Musharraf, who was also the Army Chief at the �me termed the 
accusa�on of a possible nuclear use by Pakistan as 'preposterous'. 
According to him, Pakistan's nuclear capability in 1999 was not yet 

13
fully opera�onal,  possibly due to absence of delivery systems.

 Some of the lessons that could be drawn from the first nuclear 
crisis in the post 1998 period are: deterrence was effec�ve without 
actually opera�onalizing the nuclear command structures; second, 
even if the Kargil crisis had a nuclear dimension, it remained limited 
mostly to war-gaming of nuclear deterrence without opera�onally 
deploying nuclear assets on both sides; third, both sides 
demonstrated a degree of restraint - India by not crossing the Line of 
Control (LoC) and Pakistan by not launching air opera�ons; and lastly, 
Kargil conflict revealed the limits of nuclear deterrence to demarcate 

14
each sides red-lines, if not deter, war between the two adversaries.

2001 - 2002 Crisis

 If Kargil crisis was a triggering event for contextualizing deterrence 
in South Asia; the 2001-02 crisis was the first prac�cal manifesta�on of 
nuclear deterrence between two new nuclear-armed neighbours. 
India, despite significant domes�c and ins�tu�onal pressures 
struggled for over eight months to get out of 'strategic paralysis' but 
was deterred from crossing the Line of Control (LoC). On the other 
hand, Pakistan being a rela�vely weaker state was able to 
communicate the credibility of its deterrent poten�al quite effec�vely 
and prevented India from ini�a�ng hos�li�es.

 Unlike the Kargil crisis in 1999, nuclear war rhetoric during the 
2001-02 crisis was more evident. Within days nuclear brinkmanship 
led both sides issuing strong statements asser�ng the credibility of 
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their respec�ve military postures. India and Pakistan were both 
engaged in a series of missile tests and deployed their nuclear forces 
as part of general mobiliza�on, to signal their resolve. Some of the 
Indian scholars were of the view that India may have lost its nerves and 
confidence in its conven�onal capability to launch military offensive 

15against Pakistan.

 India's military mobiliza�on of 2001-02 in the garb of 'Opera�on 
Parakaram' failed to achieve its military objec�ves and brought 
important lessons for the Indian military planners. First, an all-out war 
with Pakistan is not possible without risking nuclear retribu�on. 
Second, full military mobiliza�on for achieving limited poli�cal 
objec�ves is neither feasible nor economical and would be difficult to 
jus�fy. Third, to meet similar challenges in the future, India needed to 
reconfigure its force structure, which should have quick reac�on �me 
and the capability to achieve its intended objec�ves without crossing 
Pakistan's perceived nuclear threshold. This led India to conceive new 
war figh�ng doctrine in the form of Cold Start.

Cold Start Doctrine (CSD) 

Since the early 1980s Sundarji doctrine had been the guiding principle 
for India's development and employment strategy. According to this 
doctrine the bulk of Indian military forma�ons were employed along 
the Western border to defend possible military incursion from the 
Pakistani side. These forma�ons were mostly defensive in nature and 
were mandated to hold ground and allow sufficient �me for the 
offensive strike corps that were located in central parts of India to 
mobilize and launch a counter-a�ack. To opera�onalize this military 
strategy, the Indian Air Force was required to enable air superiority, if 

16not air supremacy to limit or prevent a�ri�on of own ground forces.

 This strategy had inherent limita�on. The slow mobiliza�on �me 
of the Indian offensive forma�ons from the centre to the Western 
border afforded Pakistan sufficient �me for defensive measures due to 
less geographical depth thus elimina�ng the element of surprise that 
is crucial for achieving quick gains in a conven�onal military conflict.
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 In order to overcome this impediment, the Indian Army Chief in 
17

April 2004, unveiled the new Cold Start Doctrine (CSD).  The objec�ve 
was to develop a capability to launch a conven�onal military opera�on 
in the shortest possible �me to achieve limited objec�ves without 
disturbing Pakistan's nuclear threshold. By keeping war objec�ves 
limited in a �me compressed environment, Indian military planners 
had hoped to deny Islamabad the jus�fica�on to respond through its 
strategic nuclear capability against the Indian ci�es.

 India's CSD posited a new challenge for Pakistan, as it was 
intended to exploit perceived gap at the opera�onal and tac�cal levels 
by launching limited military incursions across interna�onal border. 
The CSD envisaged reorganizing strike corps into at least eight smaller 
division-sized Integrated Ba�le Groups (IBGs) that combined 
mechanized infantry, ar�llery, and armour on the pa�ern of the Soviet 

18Union's opera�onal manoeuvre groups.  These IBG's would mobilize 
swi�ly to make ingress into the Pakistani territory 50-80 km deep 
within a short �me period of 72-96 hours. 

 If the challenge posed by the CSD le� unaddressed, it could have 
challenged the credibility of Pakistan's nuclear deterrent and 
encouraged India to explore the possibility of a limited war under a 
nuclear overhang and assert its regional hegemony. 

Pakistan's Full Spectrum Deterrence 

To counter India's new war figh�ng doctrine, Pakistan introduced its 
SRBM labelled as 'NASR', which is a 'qualita�ve response' with a 
'strategic' objec�ve of deterring India from launching military 
offensive in the form of CSD. By developing these weapon systems, 
Pakistan aims to enhance the credibility of its deterrence at the 
opera�onal and tac�cal levels, which could possibly be described as a 
'Strategy of Assured Deterrence' – to cover full spectrum of threats, 
and has therefore been labelled as Full Spectrum Deterrence posture. 

 Earlier statements a�ributed to Pakistani nuclear planners 
indicate that there existed inherent flexibility and ambiguity in the 
nuclear doctrine to cater for various con�ngencies. In a statement 
a�ributed to Lt Gen (Retd) Khalid Kidwai, the former Head of Strategic 
Plans Division, it was stated that nuclear weapons would be used only 
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“if the very existence of Pakistan as a state is at stake.” However, while 
describing the range of con�ngencies, he had stated that nuclear 
weapons are aimed solely to deter India. In case deterrence fails, 
these will be used if; India a�acks Pakistan and conquers a large part of 
territory (space threshold); India destroys a large part either of its land 
or air forces (military threshold); India proceeds towards economic 
strangula�on of Pakistan (economic threshold); and finally, if India 
pushes Pakistan into poli�cal destabiliza�on or creates a large scale 

19
internal subversion in Pakistan (domes�c destabiliza�on).

 These con�ngencies outlined by Gen Kidwai as early as 2001 
indicate that while massive retalia�on remained an op�on to deter 
India's all-out conven�onal a�ack, however, “there are op�ons 

20
available in the nuclear response.”  The introduc�on of short range 
surface to surface mul� tube ballis�c missile HATF IX (NASR), with a 
range of 60 km that can carry a warhead of appropriate yield and 
accuracy, with shoot and scoot a�ributes could thus be viewed as part 
of op�ons that Pakistan con�nues to develop in response to evolving 
threats from India. Pakistan's 'NASR' missile system could therefore be 
seen as an effort to “consolidate Pakistan's strategic deterrence 

21
capability at all levels of the threat spectrum.”

 NASR missile system due to its short range could also be termed as 
a ba�lefield missile system for tac�cal level opera�ons. In addi�on to 
this, Pakistan had earlier declared that its other short-range missile 
system HATF II (Abdali), “provides Pakistan with an opera�onal level 

22capability.”  Sources conversant with South Asian military lexicon 
argue that in the regional context, tac�cal level forces would 
cons�tute India's mechanized/ armoured brigades and infantry 
divisions; the opera�onal level could include mechanized/ armoured 
divisions, strike corps and corps plus size forces; and strategic level 
forces could comprise of two or more strike corps.

 Since Pakistan had effec�ve deterrence capability at the strategic 
level, the development of SRBMs helped to plug the 'perceived' gaps 
at the tac�cal and opera�onal levels - to cover the full spectrum of 
threats. The resultant 'Full Spectrum Deterrence' nuclear posture 
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therefore aims to consolidate threat responses at different �ers by 
developing op�ons at the tac�cal level (against limited incursions); 
opera�onal level (to deter a sizeable military offensive); and strategic 
(to prevent an all-out war). These capabili�es, once integrated into 
overall military strategy are bound to ease the pressure at the strategic 
level and would thus enhance the 'credibility' of overall nuclear 
deterrence posture. 

 Some of the Western scholars had earlier predicted this shi� in 
Pakistani thinking due to the nature of evolving threat from its 
conven�onally stronger adversary. According to Cohen (2009), 
“unclassified Pakistani military publica�ons do include discussions of 
scenarios in which Islamabad orders tac�cal nuclear weapons to be 
used as warning shots, nuclear tests to be used as a signal of resolve, 
or a single weapon to be used against invading Indian armoured 

23divisions.”

 This conclusion was nevertheless based on comparison of US 
nuclear posture during its early period but may have relevance in the 
South Asian context. However, there is one fundamental difference in 
the US and Pakistani thinking. While US made its transi�on from one 
nuclear use doctrine to the other mainly to maintain its edge over the 
Soviet Union - both in terms of superior concepts and capability; 
Pakistan on the other hand, seems to have moved from a strategy of 
deterring an all-out war to a more flexible response op�on to address 
range of threats.

 The recent developments and excessive focus on Pakistan's SRBM 
while disregarding India's introduc�on of its own version of TNWs in 

24the form of 'Prahaar',  is indica�ve of preconceived conclusions based 
on li�le understanding of the regional security environment. 

 Several Western scholars have raised concerns on the impact of 
Pakistan's 'NASR' on strategic stability and also issues related to 
command and control. Though similar concerns are also valid for 
India's TNWs and its submarine based nuclear missiles that may 
require pre-delega�on of launch authority; nevertheless, these issues 
merit a�en�on in the context of regional stability. 
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 One of the cri�cisms is that Pakistan's TNWs to deter limited 
opera�ons (CSD) may lead to instability, as it could lower the nuclear 
threshold and increase chances of a nuclear war. On the other hand, 
allowing space for a limited conven�onal war could be more 
dangerous in South Asia, as any military conflict between the two 
nuclear armed neighbours would have the poten�al to rapidly 
escalate to a nuclear war. Therefore, war preven�on at all levels 
should be the primary objec�ve between the two South Asian 
nuclear-capable states that Pakistan hopes to accomplish by 
integra�ng its SRBM capability into overall deterrence posture.

 Since the purpose of SRBMs appears to deter aggression even at 
the lowest rung of a military conflict, therefore, range of capabili�es 
offers the decision maker the flexibility of a propor�onate response 
rather than relying solely on the strategic deterrent. For example, in 
response to a limited military incursion by Indian forces in the form of 
a Cold Start Doctrine the threat to destroy Delhi or Mumbai could have 
been incredible and dispropor�onate. On the other hand, failure to 
deter India from opera�onalizing its limited objec�ves war doctrine 
would have discredited Pakistan's nuclear deterrence, especially if 
India decided to expand the conflict to achieve its wider objec�ves.

 Another cri�cism is related to command and control issues 
associated with ba�lefield nuclear weapons, as it may require 
delega�on of authority to lower level field commanders at some point 
of �me during crises. According to an official statement released from 
the Prime Minister Office, it was emphasized that Pakistan's nuclear 
missiles would be centrally controlled and monitored by the Na�onal 
Command Authority (NCA) at all �mes – during peace as well as crisis 

25through its Na�onal Command Centre (NCC).  The Strategic 
Command, Control and Support System (SCCSS), which is the integral 
part of the NCC, provides state-of-art connec�vity of country-wide 
strategic assets, and is designed to facilitate decision making centrally 
at the NCC. Apparently, such a system precludes the necessity to pre-
delegate the launch authority for any nuclear capable missile, 
including the SRBM.    
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Conclusion

The growing conven�onal military imbalance between Pakistan and 
India, and la�er's a�empt to challenge the credibility of Pakistan's 
nuclear deterrent by exploring space for a limited war in the form of a 
Cold Start Doctrine may have forced Pakistan to increase its reliance 
on the nuclear weapons. Nuclear Weapons therefore now play pivotal 
role in Pakistan's overall military strategy. 

 Periodic statements emana�ng from the pla�orm of Pakistan's 
NCA suggest that Pakistan's FSD is not a 'quan�ta�ve' shi�, but a 
'qualita�ve' response to the emerging challenges, and remains in line 
with the concept of Credible Minimum Deterrence nuclear posture. 
While 'NASR' may be categorized as a TNW, but the primary objec�ve 
of these SRBMs remains strategic - to prevent India from ini�a�ng 
hos�li�es even at the lower spectrum of a military conflict, and by no 
means these weapon systems could be termed for nuclear war 
figh�ng. 

 Pakistan's deterrence capability, including the SRBMs, has helped 
Pakistan to restore the strategic stability in the region. However, if 
India decides to integrate its own version of TNW Prahaar, into its CSD 

26
as a �t for tat response,  this could lead to nuclear war figh�ng with 
serious consequences for the region. 
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